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Abstract. Biham and Seberry have submitted the stream cipher Py
and Pypy to the ECRYPT stream cipher project (eSTREAM). A key
recovery attack against Py and Pypy was proposed by Wu and Preneel.
In their attack, (IV sizeb − 9) bytes of the key can be recovered with
(IV sizeb − 4) × 219 chosen IVs, where IV sizeb indicates the size of the
IV in bytes. For a 128-bit key and a 128-bit IV, which are recommended
parameters for security, the effective length of the key is reduced to 72
bits with approximately 224 chosen IVs. In this paper, we propose a key
recovery attack that has two new effective processes as compared to those
of Wu and Preneel. In our attack, (IV sizeb − 6) bytes of the key can
be recovered with (IV sizeb− 4)× 219 chosen IVs. For a 128-bit key and
a 128-bit IV, the effective length of the key is reduced to 48 bits with
approximately 224 chosen IVs. Thus, our attack can recover the 128-bit
key with a time complexity of 248.
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1 Introduction

Py [1], which was designed by Biham and Seberry, is a stream cipher submitted
to the ECRYPT stream cipher project (eSTREAM) [2]. Py has been designed for
high-speed software applications. The speed of Py is more than 2.5 times faster
than that of RC4 [3] on a Pentium III processor. Py is a synchronous stream
cipher that uses a variable-length key and an initialization vector (IV). The key
size varies from 1 byte to 256 bytes. The IV size varies from 1 byte to 64 bytes.
The security claims of this cipher are for keys with up to 32 bytes and IVs up to
16 bytes. The Py algorithm consists of a key scheduling algorithm (KSA) and a
pseudorandom number generation algorithm (PRGA).

In eSTREAM, two distinguishing attacks and a key recovery attack against
Py have been proposed. A distinguishing attack against Py, which distinguishes
between a random stream and a keystream, was proposed by Sekar, Paul, and



Preneel [4]. The attack was later improved by Crowley [5]. In order to resist
this distinguishing attack, a new version of Py, namely Pypy, has been proposed
by Biham and Seberry [6]. A key recovery attack against Py and Pypy, which
recovers the key from the keystreams, was proposed by Wu and Preneel [7]. Their
attack is based on the weakness of the IV setup algorithms of Py and Pypy [8].
The IV setup algorithms of Py and Pypy are identical. The weakness is that
two keystreams generated from the chosen IVs can be identical with a high
probability. In their attack, if the IV size is more than 10 bytes, (IV sizeb − 9)
bytes of the key can be recovered with (IV sizeb − 4) × 219 chosen IVs, where
IV sizeb indicates the size of the IV in bytes. For a 128-bit key and a 128-bit IV,
which are recommended parameters for security [1], the effective length of the
key is reduced to 72 bits with approximately 224 chosen IVs.

In this paper, we propose a key recovery attack that has two new effective
processes as compared to those of Wu and Preneel. These processes consist of
an expansion process and a comparison process. In our attack, if the IV size
is more than 8 bytes, (IV sizeb − 6) bytes of the key can be recovered with
(IV sizeb− 4)× 219 chosen IVs. For a 128-bit key and a 128-bit IV, the effective
length of the key is reduced to 48 bits with approximately 224 chosen IVs. Thus
our attack can recover the 128-bit key with a time complexity of 248.

2 Description of Py

Py is a stream cipher that uses a variable-length key and an IV. The key size
varies from 1 byte to 256 bytes. The IV size varies from 1 byte to 64 bytes. The
security claims of this cipher are for keys with up to 32 bytes and IVs up to
16 bytes. The internal state of Py contains two arrays –P and Y – and a 4-byte
variable s. P is an array of 256 bytes that contains a permutation of all the values
0, . . . , 255, and Y is an array of 260 4-byte words indexed as −3, . . . , 256. The
Py algorithm consists of the KSA and PRGA. In the KSA, the key and IV are
expanded into the internal state of Py. In the PRGA, a keystream is generated
from the internal state of Py. The KSA consists of a Key setup, IV setup1, and
an IV setup2. Key setup initializes Y with the key. IV setup1 initializes P , s,
and EIV with Y and the IV, where EIV is an array with the same size as IV.
IV setup2 updates Y , P , and s with EIV .

We now provide a description of the Key setup and the IV setup1 and omit
the description of the IV setup2 and the PRGA.

2.1 Key Setup

In the Key setup, Y is initialized with the key. Figure 1 shows the structure of
the Key setup. The main process in the Key Setup is divided into three processes
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Fig. 1. Key Setup.

listed as follows:

Y [i]1 = (Y [i]0 + key[(i + 4) mod Keysizeb]) mod 232, (1)
Y [i]2,j = Y [i]1,(j−1) mod 4 (j = 0, 1, 2, 3), (2)

Y [i + 1]0,j =
{

Y [i]2,0 ⊕ sbox[Y [i]2,1] (j = 0)
Y [i]2,j (j = 1, 2, 3), (3)

where Y [i]0, Y [i]1, and Y [i]2 are the outputs of each process, key[i] is the value
of the (i+1)-th byte of the key, Keysizeb is the size of the key in bytes, Y [i]l,j is
the value of the (j +1)-th byte of Y [i]l, sbox[·] is a substitution box that accepts
a 1-byte input and yields a 1-byte output.

First, s is obtained from the key during the preprocessing. Second, the values
of Y [i]0 (−3 ≤ i ≤ 256) are decided from s and Eqs. (1)–(3), and the values are
outputted to IV setup as Y [i] (−3 ≤ i ≤ 256). In this paper, we omit the
description of the preprocessing stage.
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2.2 IV Setup1

In IV setup1, P, s, and EIV are initialized with the IV and Y . Figure 2 shows
the structure of IV setup1. P can be expressed as

v = IV [0] ⊕ Y [0]0,2, (4)
d = (IV [1 mod IV sizeb] ⊕ Y [1]0,2)|1, (5)

P [i] = sbox[v + id], i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 255}, (6)

where v and d are 1-byte variables, IV [i] is the value of the (i + 1)-th byte of
the IV, and IV sizeb is the size of the IV in bytes.

The main process in IV setup1 is divided into four processes, which are
expressed as

s[i]1 = (s[i]0 + Y [i − 2] + IV [i + 1]) mod 232, (7)
s[i]2,j = s[i]1,(j−1) mod 4 (j = 0, 1, 2, 3), (8)

EIV [i + 1] = P [s[i]2,1], (9)

s[i + 1]0,j =
{

s[i]2,0 ⊕ P [s[i]2,1] (j = 0)
s[i]2,j (j = 1, 2, 3), (10)



where s[i]0, s[i]1, and s[i]2 are the outputs of each process.
The values of EIV [i] (0 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 1) can be determined from the

abovementioned equations. s[−1] is given by

s[−1] = ((v <<24) ⊕ (d <<16) ⊕ (P [254] <<8)
⊕(P [255])) ⊕ (Y [−3] + Y [256]). (11)

Next, EIV is updated by the processes similar to Eqs. (7)–(10). We omit the
description of these processes.

3 Wu-Preneel Key Recovery Attack

The Wu-Preneel key recovery attack is based on the weakness of the IV setup
algorithm of Py and Pypy [7]. The weakness is that two keystreams generated
from the chosen IVs can be identical with a high probability [8].

3.1 Identical Keystreams

From Eqs. (4)–(6), only 15 bits of the IV (IV [0] and IV [1]) are used to initialize
the array P . For an IV pair, if these 15 bits are identical, then the resulting P
are the same. From [8], if IV1 and IV2 have only a two-byte difference and the
two bytes satisfy the three conditions

Condition 1 IV1[i] ⊕ IV2[i] = 1 (i ≥ 1),

Condition 2 IV1[i + 1] 6= IV2[i + 1] (i ≥ 1),

Condition 3 The least significant bit of IV1[i] is 1 (i ≥ 1),

then this type of IV pair results in identical keystreams with a probability of
2−23.2.

For the abovementioned IV pair, if two keystreams are identical, then the
two s[i + 1] are the same. This implies

(P [B(s[i − 1]0,0 + IV1[i] + Y [−3 + i]0,0)] ⊕ B(s[i − 1]0,3 + Y [−3 + i]0,3 + ξi1))
+256 + IV1[i + 1]

= (P [B(s[i − 1]0,0 + IV2[i] + Y [−3 + i]0,0))] ⊕ B(s[i − 1]0,3 + Y [−3 + i]0,3 + ξi2))
+IV2[i + 1],

(12)

where B(x) is a function that provides the least significant byte of x and ξi1

and ξi2 are the carry bits introduced by IV [i] and Y [−3 + i]. The probability
of obtaining ξi1 = ξi2 is very close to 1, since IV [i] has a negligible effect on ξi1

and ξi2.



3.2 Recovery of a Part of Y from the Identical IV Pairs

From several Eqs. (12) with the same values of s[i− 1]0,0 and s[i− 1]0,3, we can
recover values of B(s[i−1]0,0 +Y [−3+ i]0,0) and B(s[i−1]0,3 +Y [−3+ i]0,3 +ξi).
Eq. (12) with the same values of s[i−1]0,0 and s[i−1]0,3 can be generated if the
first i bytes of all the IVs are the same. From [7], if there are seven Eqs. (12),
the values of B(s[i − 1]0,0 + Y [−3 + i]0,0) and B(s[i − 1]0,3 + Y [−3 + i]0,3 + ξi)
can be recovered.

After recovering the values of B(s[i−1]0,0 +Y [−3+ i]0,0) and B(s[i−1]0,3 +
Y [−3 + i]0,3 + ξi) for i ≥ 1, s[i]0,0 can be recovered as follows:

s[i]0,0 = P [B(s[i − 1]0,0 + IV [i]θ + Y [−3 + i]0,0)]
⊕B(s[i − 1]0,3 + Y [−3 + i]0,3 + ξi), (13)

where IV [i]θ is a fixed IV. In the Wu-Preneel key recovery attack, we set one
fixed IV θ. When differences are introduced in IV [i] and IV [i + 1], all the first i
bytes of each IV are chosen to be identical to those of IV θ.

We introduce the IV difference at the (i + 1)-th and (i + 2)-th bytes. The
first i + 1 bytes of each IV are identical to those of IV θ. Then, we recover the
value of B(s[i]0,0 +Y [−2+ i]0,0). From the value of B(s[i]0,0 +Y [−2+ i]0,0) and
s[i]0,0, we determine the value of Y [−2 + i]0,0. Figure 3 shows the method for
recovering a part of Y from s.

3.3 Generating the Equations

Here, we demonstrate the method of obtaining several equations with the same
values of s[i − 1]0,0 and s[i − 1]0,3.

To ensure that the same values of s[i − 1]0,0 and s[i − 1]0,3 appear in these
equations, we need to fix the values of IV [j] (0 ≤ j < i). Let the least significant
bit of IV [i] and IV [i + 1] choose all the 512 values and IV [j] (0 ≤ j < i) choose
IV θ[j] (0 ≤ j < i). Let IV [j] (i + 2 ≤ j ≤ IV size− 1) choose the optional fixed
values. Then we obtain 216(≈ 255 × 255) desired IV pairs. These 512 IVs are
termed as the desired IV group. From [8], this type of IV pair results in identical
keystreams with a probability of 2−23.2; thus, we obtain 2−7.2(= 2−23.2 × 216)
identical keystream pairs from one desired IV group. We modify the value of
the 7 most significant bits of IV [i] and 3 bits of IV [i + 2]; we can then obtain
210(= 27 × 23) desired IV groups. From these desired IV groups, we obtain
7 (= 210 × 2−7.2) Eq. (12). There are 219(= 27 × 23 × 29) IVs used in the attack.
With (IV sizeb − 4) × 219 IVs, we can recover B(s[i − 1]0,0 + Y [−3 + i]0,0),
B(s[i − 1]0,3 + Y [−3 + i]0,3 + ξi), and s[i]0,0 (2 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3) for IV θ.
Thus, we can recover the value of Y [−3 + i]0,0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3).
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3.4 Key Recovery

We now show how to recover the key from Y [−3 + i]0,0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3).
From Eqs. (1)–(3), the relation between the key and Y is given by

(B(Y [−3 + i]0,0 + key[i + 1] + ξ′i) ⊕ sbox[B(Y [−3 + i + 3]0,0 + key[i + 4])]
= Y [−3 + i + 4]0,0, (14)

where ξ′i is the carry bit introduced by key[i + 2] and key[i + 3]; it is computed
by using ξ′i ≈ (key[i + 2] + Y [−3 + i + 1]0,0) << 8. The value of ξ′i is 0 with a
probability of approximately 0.5.

When Y [−3 + i]0,0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3) are known, Eq. (14) becomes an
expression that relates key[i + 1] and key[i + 4] for (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb− 7). Once
we correctly guess the values of key[4], key[5], and key[6], we can determine the
other key bytes key[j] (6 < j ≤ IV sizeb − 3). Thus the values of key[j] (4 ≤
j ≤ IV sizeb−3) can be restricted to 224 values. This indicates that (IV size−9)
bytes of the key constitutes the leaked information.

From the description given above, in the Wu-Preneel attack, (IV sizeb − 9)
bytes of the key can be recovered with (IV sizeb − 4) × 219 chosen IVs.



4 Proposed Key Recovery Attack

We propose a key recovery attack that has two new effective processes as com-
pared to those of Wu and Preneel. These processes consist of an expansion
process and a comparison process and are executed after recovering a part of Y
from the identical IV pair. Y [−3+ i]0,0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb−3) is expanded in the
expantion process. The values of key[j] (4 ≤ j ≤ IV size − 3) are determined in
the comparison process by comparing the expanded values of Y with s recovered
from Eq. (12).

4.1 Expansion Process

Theorem 1 If Y [i]0 and Y [i−1]0,0 are known, then key[(i+3) mod Keysizeb],
Y [i − 1]0,1, Y [i − 1]0,2, and Y [i − 1]0,3 can be determined from

Y [i − 1]2,j =
{

Y [i]0,0 ⊕ sbox[Y [i]0,1] (j = 0)
Y [i]0,j (j = 1, 2, 3), (15)

Y [i − 1]1,j = Y [i − 1]2,(j+1) mod 4 (j = 0, 1, 2, 3), (16)
key[(i + 3) mod Keysizeb] = B(Y [i − 1]1,0 − Y [i − 1]0,0), (17)

Y [i − 1]0 = (Y [i − 1]1 − key[(i + 3) mod Keysizeb]) mod 232.

(18)

Proof. Eqs. (15)–(18) are derived from Eqs. (1)–(3). First, Y [i − 1]1 is deter-
mined from Y [i]0, Eq. (15), and Eq. (16). Second, key[(i + 3) mod Keysizeb] is
determined from Y [i− 1]0,0, Y [i− 1]1,0, and Eq. (17). Finally, Y [i− 1]0 is deter-
mined from Y [i−1]1, key[(i+3) mod Keysizeb], and Eq. (18). Hence, Y [i−1]0,1,
Y [i − 1]0,2, and Y [i − 1]0,3 can be determined.

ut
In the expansion process, we obtain the candidate values of Y [−3+i]0,1, Y [−3+

i]0,2, Y [−3 + i]0,3 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3), and key[j] (4 ≤ j ≤ IV sizeb − 3)
from Y [−3+ i]0,0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb−3) by going the Key setup algorithm back-
ward. The algorithm of the expansion process is given below. Figure 4 shows the
expansion process.

Algorithm 1

Input: Y [−3 + i]0,0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3).
Output: The candidates values of Y [−3+ i]0,1, Y [−3+ i]0,2 , Y [−3+ i]0,3 (3 ≤

i ≤ IV sizeb − 3), and key[j] (4 ≤ j ≤ IV sizeb − 3).
Step 1: If Y [IV sizeb−6]0,1, Y [IV sizeb−6]0,2, and Y [IV sizeb−6]0,3 have been

set to all 224 values, terminate this algorithm. Otherwise, set those values
that have not been set yet to Y [IV sizeb − 6]0,1, Y [IV sizeb − 6]0,2, and
Y [IV sizeb − 6]0,3.

Step 2: Substitute 0 with num.
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Fig. 4. Expansion Process.

Step 3: Determine key[((IV sizeb−6)−num+3) mod Keysizeb], Y [(IV sizeb−
6)−num−1]0,1, Y [(IV sizeb−6)−num−1]0,2, and Y [(IV sizeb−6)−num−
1]0,3 from Eqs. (15)–(18), Y [(IV sizeb− 6)− num]0, and Y [(IV sizeb− 6)−
num − 1]0,0 (Theorem 1).

Step 4: Add 1 to num.
Step 5: If num = IV sizeb − 6, go to Step 1. Otherwise, go to Step 3.

From the above algorithm, if Y [−3 + i]0,0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb− 3) are known,
once we correctly guess the values of Y [IV sizeb − 6]0,1, Y [IV sizeb − 6]0,2, and
Y [IV sizeb− 6]0,3, we can determine the values of key[j] (4 ≤ j ≤ IV sizeb− 3)
and Y [−3+i]0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb−3). This implies that the values of key[j] (4 ≤
j ≤ IV sizeb − 3) and Y [−3 + i]0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3) can be restricted to
only 224 values.

4.2 Comparison Process

Theorem 2 If s[i]0,0, s[i]0,1, s[i + 1]0,0, s[i + 1]0,1, s[i + 2]0,0, s[i + 2]0,1, Y [i −
2], Y [i − 1], Y [i], IV [i + 1], IV [i + 2], and IV [i + 3] are known, s[i + 2]1,3 can be
determined from Eqs. (7), (8),and (10) as follows:
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s[i]1 mod 216 = (s[i]0 mod 216 + Y [i − 2] mod 216

+IV [i + 1]) mod 216, (19)
s[i + 1]1 mod 224 = (s[i + 1]0 mod 224 + Y [i − 1] mod 224

+IV [i + 2]) mod 224. (20)

Proof. Eqs. (19) and (20) are derived from Eq. (7). First, s[i+1]0,2 is determined
from s[i]0,0, s[i]0,1, Y [i − 2], IV [i + 1], Eq. (8), Eq. (10), and Eq. (19). Second,
s[i + 2]0,2 and s[i + 2]0,3 are determined from s[i + 1]0,0, s[i + 1]0,1, s[i + 1]0,2,
Y [i−1], IV [i+2], Eq. (8), Eq. (10), and Eq. (20). Finally, s[i+2]1 is determined
from s[i + 2]0, Y [i], IV [i + 3], and Eq. (7). Hence, s[i + 2]1,3 can be determined.

ut
In the comparison process, we determine the correct values of Y [−3+i]0 (3 ≤

i ≤ IV sizeb− 3) from 224 candidate values and recover the value of key[j] (4 ≤
j ≤ IV sizeb−3). For IV θ, B(s[i−1]0,0+Y [−3+i]0,0), B(s[i−1]0,3+Y [−3+i]0,3+
ξi), and s[i]0,0 (2 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb−3) are known. Hence, s[i−1]1,0, s[i−1]1,3, s[i]0,0

, and s[i]0,1 (2 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3) can be determined from Eqs. (7), (8), and
(10).



From Theorem 2, s[i + 2]1,3 (2 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 6) can be recovered from
s[i]0,1, s[i]0,0 (2 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb−3), Y [−3+ i]0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb−3), and IV θ.
Thus, by comparing s[i + 2]1,3 (2 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 6) recovered from Eq. (12)
with s∗[i + 2]1,3 (2 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 6), we can determine the correct values of
Y [−3 + i]0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3), where s∗[i] indicates the value determined
from the candidate values of Y [−3 + i]0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3).

The algorithm of the comparison process is given below. Figure 5 shows the
comparison process.

Algorithm 2

Input: s[i− 1]1,0, s[i− 1]1,3, s[i]0,1, s[i]0,0 (2 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb− 3), the candidate
values of Y [−3 + i]0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3), and IV θ.

Output: Y [−3 + i]0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3).
Step 1: Set one candidate value of Y [−3 + i]0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3) to

Y [−3 + i]0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3).
Step 2: From Theorem 2, determine s∗[i+2]1,3 (2 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb−6) from the

candidate values of Y [−3 + i]0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 3), s[i]0,1, s[i]0,0 (2 ≤
i ≤ IV sizeb − 3), and IV θ.

Step 3: Compare s∗[i + 2]1,3(2 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 6) with s[i + 2]1,3 (2 ≤ i ≤
IV sizeb − 6) recovered from Eq. (12). If s∗[i + 2]1,3 = s[i + 2]1,3 (4 ≤ i ≤
IV sizeb−3), output the candidate values of Y [−3+i]0 (3 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb−3)
as the correct values. Otherwise, go to Step 1.

We discuss s∗[i + 2]1,3 (2 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb − 6) and s[i + 2]1,3 (2 ≤ i ≤
IV sizeb − 6) recovered from Eq. (12) in Step 3. If the values set in Step 1 are
correct, then s∗[i + 2]1,3 = s[i + 2]1,3 (2 ≤ i ≤ IV sizeb− 6). Theoretically, since
the probability of s∗[4]1,3 = s[4]1,3 is 1/256, on comparing s∗[4]1,3 with s[4]1,3,
we can determine 216 candidate values from 224 candidate values. Suppose that
the probabilities of s∗[4]1,3 = s[4]1,3, s∗[5]1,3 = s[5]1,3, and s∗[6]1,3 = s[6]1,3

are independent, we can determine 28 candidate values by comparing s∗[4]1,3

with s[4]1,3 and s∗[5]1,3 with s[5]1,3. We can determine 1 candidate value by
comparing s∗[4]1,3 with s[4]1,3, s∗[5]1,3 with s[5]1,3, and s∗[6]1,3 with s[6]1,3.

From the simulation for 104 keys, we were able to determine 65536.019 ≈ 216

candidate values by comparing s∗[4]1,3 with s[4]1,3, and 255.084 ≈ 28 candidate
values by comparing s∗[4]1,3 with s[4]1,3 and s∗[5]1,3 with s[5]1,3, and 1.384
candidate values by comparing s∗[4]1,3 with s[4]1,3, s∗[5]1,3 with s[5]1,3, and
s∗[6]1,3 with s[6]1,3. If the number of comparisons is more than four, only one
value could be determined.

From the algorithm given above, we determine the values of Y [−3 + i]0 (3 ≤
i ≤ IV size − 3) and key[j](4 ≤ j ≤ IV size − 3). If IV size ≥ 10, these values
can be restricted to one value from more than three comparisons. If IV size = 9,
these values can be restricted to 28 values from two comparisons. If IV size = 8,
these values can be restricted to 216 values from one comparison.



Table 1. The effective length of the key for a 128-bit (16-byte) key.

IV sizeb 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Wu-Preneel 128 bits 128 bits 120 bits 112 bits 104 bits 96 bits 88 bits 80 bits 72 bits

Proposed 120 bits 112 bits 96 bits 88 bits 80 bits 72 bits 64 bits 56 bits 48 bits

4.3 Evaluation

In our attack, we determine the values of key[j](4 ≤ j ≤ IV size − 3) from
the expansion and comparison processes. (IV sizeb − 6) bytes of the key can be
recovered with (IV sizeb− 4)× 219 chosen IVs. Thus, the effective length of the
key is reduced to (Keysizeb − (IV sizeb − 6)) bytes with (IV sizeb − 4) × 219

chosen IVs. Table 1 shows the effective length the key used in the Wu-Preneel
attack and the proposed attack for a 128-byte key. For a 128-byte key and a
128-byte IV, which are recommended parameters for security [1], the effective
length of the key is reduced to 48 bits with approximately 224 chosen IVs. In
addition, when IV sizeb = 8 and 9, the Wu-Prennel attack is ineffective; in this
case, the effective length of the key in the proposed attack is less than 128 bits.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a practical key recovery attack against Py
and Pypy with chosen IVs; this proposed attack comprises two new effective
processes as compared to those of Wu and Preneel. As a result of our study, the
effective length of the key is reduced to (Keysizeb − (IV sizeb − 6)) bytes with
(IV sizeb − 4) × 219 chosen IVs. For a 128-bit key and a 128-bit IV, which are
recommended parameters for security, the effective length of the key is reduced
to 48 bits with approximately 224 chosen IVs. Thus, our attack can recover the
128-bit key with a time complexity of 248. Therefore, Py and Pypy are practically
broken by our attack.
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